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 I’m currently in the midst of my third book for Llewellyn, which, 
like this column, focuses on how we can integrate our spiritual beliefs into 
our day-to-day life. The chapter I happened to be working on this week 
was addressing the issue of prejudice. 
 Let’s face it; if you are a Witch who is at all out of the broom closet, 
you have probably had to deal with someone who has the wrong idea of 
what Witchcraft entails. Some folks are just ignorant, which for the most 
part is not their fault. Heck, before I met a few real-life Witches, I didn’t 
know much about the modern realities of today’s Witch, either. And some 
folks are full of hate and fear, and we just happen to be an easy target. As 
someone who grew up Jewish, I can tell you that Witches aren’t alone in 
that. 
 If fact, prejudice is around in many forms. Mostly it means that 
someone dislikes or is afraid of you without any reason. The Merriam-
Webster’s Dictionary defines prejudice as “preconceived judgment or opin-
ion, an adverse opinion or leaning formed without grounds or before suffi-
cient knowledge, an irrational attitude or hostility directed against an in-
dividual, a group, a race or their supposed characteristics.” 
 Irrational is pretty much the key word here. Prejudice doesn’t have 
anything to do with rational thought. It is based in ignorance, fear and 
hate. All bad stuff, as far as I am concerned, and definitely irrational. 
 So what does prejudice mean to you, if you’re a Witch? If often 
means that the people you meet will make assumptions about your char-
acter or intentions, based on their preconceptions of what a Witch is, with 
little or no idea of the reality of who you as a person really are. Some-
times this is no big deal. Sometimes it hurts your feelings. Other times it 
may actually jeopardize a relationship, a job or even custody of your child. 
 How you deal with prejudice will depend on the circumstances; 
sometimes the best thing to do is ignore it, other times you can attempt to 
reeducate the other person (by getting rid of the ignorance, you often get 
rid of the prejudice). Occasionally, you have to fight back. 
 But there is one response that never, ever works. Ever. And that is 
to hate back. 
 There was an incidence of prejudice that I came across this week 
that particularly prompted me to write this column on the topic. I thought 
it was an interesting “coincidence” that it happened to come up just as I 
was writing the chapter on prejudice—obviously the gods thought I was 
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Everyday Witch (cont.) 

missing the bigger picture. 
 You see, the prejudice in this case wasn’t coming from one of “them.” It came from one of 
“us.” 
 I was at my local Credit Union, chatting with one of the women who worked there as she 
processed my deposit. She noticed my pentacle and mentioned that she, too, was a Witch, although 
she didn’t practice as much now as she used to. In the course of our conversation, we talked about 
a few different Pagan topics, and she seemed quite pleasant. Right up until the point when she 
said, vehemently, “I hate Catholics.” 
 Ouch. Since I didn’t know this woman, and we were in a public, professional setting, I didn’t 
feel free to get into a major discussion on the matter, so I just ignored it, finished my business and 
left. But what I really wanted to say was this: “You’ve met every Catholic there is? Really? Because 
otherwise, how could you be sure you hate them all? And isn’t hate a pretty rough word?” 
 Clearly, this woman felt strongly about Catholics. Or maybe she meant Christians in gen-
eral, I don’t know. I’m guessing that at some point she’d had a bad experience, or maybe more than 
one, with someone who was a Catholic. But to decide that all Catholics were terrible, and worthy of 
such a negative emotion as hate (and to feel so strongly about it that she would tell a complete 
stranger) was almost certainly not merited by whatever that experience had been. 
 She’s not the first Pagan that I’ve come across who harbored strong negative feelings and 
opinions toward other established religions, or Christians in particular. There are plenty of 
Witches who are still mad at all Christians because of the Burning Times, for instance. But that 
would be like me being mad at all Germans because of the Holocaust, and that would be just silly. 
Heck, most of the Germans alive now weren’t even born when that happened, and you know none 
of the current Christians were around for the Burning Times. 
 Yes, there are some folks who are prejudiced against Witches, and certainly the more funda-
mental Christians feed the fires of ignorance and hatred. But do we really want to stand around 
those fires and add our own fear, anger and close-mindedness on to the flames? I sure as heck hope 
not. 
Instead, let’s act toward others as we would like them to act towards us. (Yes, that’s the “Golden 
Rule”—Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. Invented by Christians. See, they’re 
not all bad.) Remember that all of us are human beings, flawed and imperfect. And yet we have 
much more in common with each other than we have things that set us apart. And the gods love us 
all, no matter what religious path we happen to choose, and I believe, want us to love each other. 
 So let us walk away from the fire of prejudice, which will only turn around and burn us in 
the end. Instead, let’s send out the warmth of love and kindness. Remember, what you put out is 
what comes back to you. Which would you rather have when it comes back around again? I vote 
love. How about you? 
 
 

* * * * * * * 
Bio: Deborah Blake is the author of Circle, Coven & Grove: A Year of Magickal Practice (Llewellyn 2007) and the 
forthcoming Everyday Witch A to Z: An Amusing, Inspiring & Informative Guide to the Wonderful World of Witch-
craft (Llewellyn 2008). She is a Wiccan HPS and an ordained minister, and leads her own group, Blue Moon Cir-
cle, in upstate NY. 
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  Do you need advice?  

Ask Truthsong and Grovekeeper from Shadow Grove.  

Email your questions to advice@shadowgrove.com . 

Truthsong and Grovekeeper are the founders and ministers of ShadowGrove Spiritual Ministries, 
Inc., a church established in 2004 for all those who walkthe paths of Earth-based religion. Truthsong 
is a teacher, a counselor, a Reiki practitioner, and a life coach. Grovekeeper is a teacher, a writer, and 
a counselor as well. Since ShadowGrove's establishment, Truthsong and Grovekeeper have been 
providing ministerial services, including counseling, rites of passage, marriage and handfasting, and 
offering classes to the people of their community. 

Visit their website at http://www.shadowgrove.com/ 

 
Daily Goddess: Rhiannon 
 
 
Rhiannon is betrothed to Gwawl in her Underworld home, but she chooses instead to become 
a mortal woman and actively selects Pwyll as her mate. She bears a son which is stolen the 
same evening be agents of Gwawl and , to justify their lack of attention, the midwives pre-
tend that Rhiannon killed and ate her own son. Although Rhiannon begs them to tell the 
truth, they persist in these slanders and it is judged that the Queen of Dyfed shall stand at 
the mounting block near the gate, and there tell all who come that way of her crime, offering 
to bear them into a hall on her back like a horse. She has to endure this punishment for 
seven years until her son, who has been rescued and raised by Teyrnon, comes to court to lib-
erate his mother by his simple presence. 
 
(from the Elements of the Goddess by Caitlin Matthews) 
 
Goddess Thought of the Day: We face times when we are misunderstood and even slandered 
about with truly false statements. But remember the truth will become self-evident for eve-
ryone to see when your faith is strong.  
 
 

New! Witch School Manuals 
Get Autographed Copies from Rev. Don Lewis-HighCorrell 

www.witchschool.com/newbookpage.asp  

Meet Don Lewis and Staff at The St. Louis Pagan Picnic 
June 7th & 8th, 2008 

http://www.Paganpicnic.org  
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I went for a walk the other day when there was a high wind warning out. I was all gussied up 
in my windproof gear, shades covering my eyes, ready to defy the elements. My dog, on the 
other hand, seemed to think it would be a great day to stay inside. The wind was so strong 
that it was actually inverting his fur, flipping it up like a short full-body petticoat. 
 
It took me a little while, but I finally understood the lesson there - my fancy gear wasn't giving 
me a chance to connect with nature; it was actually distancing me from it. The dog was far 
more connected than I, not in spite of lacking fancy gear, opposable thumbs, and an ego but 
because of he lacked it. 
 
Once I got started thinking along those lines, I was able to identify a vast number of items in 
my life that, while supposed to improve my life, have actually impoverished it by disconnecting 
me from the natural order of things. How many of your modern conveniences - or habits - do 
the same thing? 
           
         —Lisa Maloney 

Today's Tip on Grounding & Connecting with Nature 

Book Reviews from Hypatia’s Hoard   
My rating scale is:  

5 pentacles: essential / flawless  
4 pentacles: valuable / a minor glitch or two  
3 pentacles: worth reading / some flaws  
2 pentacles: some useful parts / serious errors  
1 pentacle: not worth the shelf space / nonsense 

 
 

The Mentalist’s Handbook: An Explorer’s Guide to Astral, Spirit, and Psychic Worlds 
by Clint Marsh.  Weiser Books, 2008.  $16.95 trade paperback, 196 pages.  Five penta-
cles. 
 
 This fascinating book uses illustrations, exercises, and concrete examples in its discus-
sions of metaphysical techniques.  All of this centers around the psychic skills, also sometimes 
called mind magic.  Interestingly, Clint Marsh encourages readers to take careful notes of 
their experiments in mentalism – a refreshing change from the prevailing tendency to avoid 
mixing science and magic. 
 The main body of the book is divided into lessons about the nature of the aether, 
aetheric beings, aetheric exercises, ascension, the spirit world, and mental influence.  There 
are supporting indices for the exercises, sorted by number/title and by topic.  Also, the dust 
jacket unfolds to reveal an identification chart of aetheric beings. 
 The Mentalist’s Handbook does a very good job of presenting basic and intermediate 
skills that will grow with you throughout your practice.  Highly recommended. 

 
   
   Elizabeth Barrette  
   http://ysabetwordsmith.livejournal.com 
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Real Magic School - http://www.realmagicschool.com 
 At Real Magic School, you’ll have an opportunity to learn everything you always wanted to 
learn about magical, psychic, and spiritual ideas and methods. Our focus is on the practical needs of 
Neopagans and other polytheists, but we’ll cover other cultural and religious approaches too. We may 
even have some stuff to teach modern parapsychologists (scientists who study psychic experiences) -- 
and their debunkers -- about the complexity of what they are studying. 
 Isaac Bonewits is the author of several books on these subjects, including the classic begin-
ner’s book, Real Magic: An Introductory Treatise on the Basic Principles of Yellow Magic. Phaedra 
has co-written a book with Isaac, Real Energy: Systems, Spirits, And Substances to Heal, Change, 
And Grow. These two books, including the updated edition of Real Magic that we are now writing, 
will be the core of what we teach here. 
 Other writings by the two of us, including never-before published materials and excerpts from 
new books, will see the light of day here at Real Magic School for the first time. In addition, in the 
months and years to come, we will be inviting people we know and trust to create new lessons for you 
based on their writings and experience. 
 The structure of Real Magic School can be thought of as similar to a college. Topics will be di-
vided into Departments and students wishing to earn a Certificate of Magical Arts and Sciences will 
need to finish a minimum number of courses in each Department. Introductory (non-credit) classes 
will be available for each Department and will be free to all visitors at RMS. For-credit classes will 
require students to become subscribers and will include beginning to advanced materials on each sub-
ject covered. The introductory and beginning lessons will be written for students in their mid-teens 
and older, with later material becoming more challenging. We hope to have plenty of stuff to say to 
experienced adults as well! 
 

Submit Your Articles To Daily Spell - Submission Guidelines 
Articles should be about pagan/wiccan/alternative life. We want to cover a variety of topics including but 
not exclusively politics (such as religious discrimination), career, parenting, relationships, fashion, and so 
on. We will probably publish between 3 - 4 articles daily, depending. DS runs Monday—Thursday. 
 
How to submit: 
If you already have an article that you would like published in DS, please submit the article to dsedi-
tor@witchschool.com with the subject line -   UNS Article: (Title). There articles will responded to as 
quickly as possible. 
 
If you have an idea or would like to discuss possible topics, please e-mail dseditor@witchschool.com to let 
me know that you would like to write something. I'll get back to you and let you know if it would be appro-
priate and when we would like to have it in DS. 
 
Creative Writing: 
If you are interested in submitting creative writing, please feel free. Just make sure to put in the subject 
line "CW." DS is hoping to publish short stories and poetry (unfortunately, we cannot publish larger fic-
tion). 
Please feel free to write for our "Why I'm a Witch" writing contest: 150 - 600 word personal essays. If 
you're piece is published, you will receive a $10.00 gift certificate to Witchschool.com. Winning essays will 
be published weekly. Put "Essay Contest" as your subject line.  If we publish yours you will receive a 
$10.00 Gift Certificate to the Witch School Store. It is a great way to share your beliefs and your story with 
the community. Send your essays to Dseditor@witchschool.com.  



Daily Spell Staff—Managing Editor: Sherry Hubbard, dseditor@witchschool.com 

The Daily Spell is an online Pagan publication through Witch School International with over 6200 subscribers.  We 
are staffed by one full-time editor and one co-editor.  We are constantly looking for new sources for articles and accept 
submissions from all our readers. 

Past issues are available at www.witchschool.com/dailyspell/default.asp. 

Disclaimer:  The Editor reserves the right to refuse articles that are not in keeping with Pagan and Wiccan princi-
ples.  However, we strive to present both sides of issues but do not necessarily endorse views expressed in the articles.  
We will not print articles that do not have origin of source included or are copyrighted.  

Copyright © 2001 - 2007 Witch School International, Inc.  All Rights Reserved. Other copyrights are held by their 
respective copyright holders. Unauthorized reproduction without prior permission is a violation of copyright laws. 

About Daily Spell 

Paid Advertising 

The Daily Spell accepts retail business and non
-Witch School event advertisements for a small 
fee.  Contact:   MaryAnn@WitchSchool.com for 
more information. 

 

 

 

 

Due to popular demand, the reduced price of Witch School Lifetime memberships 
to $49.99 will remain in effect until further notice.  You can get yours at:  Witch 
School  (http://www.witchschool.com/login.asp?a=1) 

Seeking Advertising Reps 

Witch School International, Inc. is seeking sales 
representatives to advertise Witch School 
branded products. This is a commissioned posi-
tion, with commissions ranging from 10%-30%. 
We are in need of individuals who are self start-
ers to act as independent agents, selling Banner 
Space, Ads in the Daily Spell, and commercials 
on Magick TV along with our whole range of 
products to stores and to resellers. To apply, 
send your information to Ed@witchschool.com. 

Tarot College Now Has Readers! 
www.tarotcollege.com 

If you would like your cards read, please go to the Reading Room  on 
the Tarot College site. You do have to be a member, supporting or non-
supporting is fine.  They will also let you read for them if you’d like.  

 
Reading Hours are: 

Monday & Tuesday 6-7:30 pm  CDT 
Wednesday  5-8  pm CDT 

Thursday, Saturday & Sunday 7pm-9pm & midnight-3am  CDT 

If you have any questions you can contact Windy at 
windy@tarotcollege.com.  *This is for entertainment purposes only.* 

What You Can Find At WSI Inc. 

Invest In Witch School: Click on the Investors  link to get infor-
mation on investing in Witch School 
http://www.witchschool.com/investor.asp 
 
Shopping: Our online Store has a new look and is much easier to 
use and continuing to add new products.   
http://www.witchschool.com/comersus7F/store/comersus_index.asp  
 
Be sure to also check our Auctions and Ebay Store as well. 
http://www.witchschool.com/auctions.asp 
http://stores.ebay.com/Witch-School-Online-Wicca-
Education_W0QQssPageNameZl2QQtZkm 

Blog of Shadows 

Witch School is pleased to announce the unveil-
ing of “Blog of Shadows”, a website modeled on 
the popular Face Book and My Space con-
cepts.  Basic membership is free but for $5.00 
per month you can get access to enhanced fea-
tures to make your Blog of Shadows truly 
unique.  To Join click on the link:  Blog of Shad-
ows (http://www.blogofshadows.net/ 


